Recommendation
Submission/Response Form

Referenced CASA area (A,B,C,D,E): ___A & B____
This response is in reference to recommendation #19-03 Joe Abbin's Book/ Area Command Foothills
Responsible SME: Chief of Staff J. Ross
Date received: 1/14/19
Date returned: 1/22/19

RECOMMENDATION (Recommendation/Reasoning must be 500 words or less for submission):

Recommend that 12 copies of the book “ABQ Blues” by Joe Abbin be sent to the APD Chief of Police, so that he can distribute one to each commander.

APD RESPONSE/REASONING:

Chief Geier has received copies of the ABQ Blues book and will have copies available for his staff and encourage the reading of the book.

Chief made aware of recommendation: Yes ☒ No ☐
Recommendation Status: Approved ☒ Denied ☐ Needs more time ☐